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Town House Model
Assembly Instructions
Most of the assembly of this building is straight forward but the overhang
is a little tricky. Below are instructions to help you if you need them.
Carefully cut out all of the parts and bend all of the glue tabs before
assembly. Also bend alond all of the solid lines which are the corners of
the building and fold along the centre lines of each of the roof sections.
Find the two short solid lines on one section of the roof and carefully cut
along these to form slots. They are for the tabs Q and R to fit into later.
The two solid lines between tabs F and H are fold lines. They form the
overhang.
Fold the top line so that the lower part of the building is folded behind the
top part. Fold along the other line so that the lower part of the building
mostly reappears. Now arrange the fold so that each forms a right angle.
Tab H will glue behind the small section in the top part of the adjoining
wall of the building. Tab I will glue behind the lower part of the adjoining
wall of the building. Tab F will now glue behind the small section on the
upper part of the building which should be folded at right angles along the
solid line.
Glue tabs A,B,C and D under the roof section.
Tab J will glue under the roof section too.
Glue tabs L,M and N under the other roof section.
Glue tabs O and P under the slanted roof section.
Glue tabs E and G under the wall of the other section of the building and
then glue tab J behind the adjoining wall.
Finally, gently push tabs Q and R into the slots you cut earlier and glue
them under the roof.

